An algorithm for endocardial and epicardial border identification of the leR ventricle in 2-D short-axis echocardiographic images is presented. Our approach relies on shape modeling of endocardial and epicardial boundaries and prominent border information extracted from image sequences. The algorithm consists of four steps; waveletbased edge detection, border segment extraction, border reconstruction, and boundary smoothing. Wavelet maximum representation of edges, dynamic shape modeling and matched filtering techniques are utilized to determine the center point of the left ventricle, and carry out feature extraction of border segments to better approximate endocardial and epicardial boundaries. The algorithm can reliably estimate the center point of the left ventricle, and also determine both endocardial and epicardial boundaries. Myocardial boundary identification is autonomous requiring no human input for initial estimation of boundary locations. Sample experimental results are shown for endocardial and epicardial border identification in 2-D short-axis echocardiograms.
INTRODUCTION
Automatic identification of endocardial and epicardial boundaries of the left ventricle (LV) has been a focus of attention for many researchers employing computational methods to assist cardiologists in screening clinical heart disease and diagnosis. Several approaches for boundary detection of the LV have shown partial success in either identifying the endocardial boundary [l, 2, 3, 41, the center point of the LV and partial boundary points [5, 61, or epicardial boundary detection [7] . In these (and most other) approaches, human knowledge of the approximate shape of endocardial and epicardial boundaries provided by a technician and/or a computer generated center point of the LV have been used successfully for boundary detection. Thus, modeling and analysis of the LV shape [8] have played important roles in previous boundary detection methods.
In our approach [9], four major steps are used to carry out the detection of endocardial and epicardia3 boundaries. First, a dyadic wavelet transform (DWT) [lo, 11, 12, 131 is used to locate edge information for both boundary segments and other sharp intensity variation points. Secondly we use dynamic shape modeling and matched template filtering to estimate the center point of the left ventricle and 0-7803-3258-X/96/$5.00 0 1996 IEEE 287 extract candidate borders for each deformable endocardial and epicardial boundary. In the short-axis view of the LV, endocardial and epicardial boundaries are modeled as deformable elliptical shapes. Since the quality of ultrasound images is generally poor due to signal dropout and speckle noise the complete contours of endocardial and epicardial boundaries are difficult to obtain. First, we link candidate border segments to reconstruct closed contours. Finally, the linked closed contours are smoothed through local nonlinear filtering [14] without shrinkage, to obtain a reliable estimation of the true endocardial and epicardial boundaries.
In Section 2, we describe details of the methods for border identification of the LV. This includes a DWT for edge detection and shape modeling of the LV. The complete algorithm for identifying the center point of the LV and determining endocardial and epicardial boundaries of the LV is then presented. Sample experimental results are shown in Section 3. Finally, Section 4 presents our conclusions and summary. This paper is organized as follows.
METHODOLOGY AND ALGORITHM FOR BOUNDARY DETECTION
The methods behind the boundary detection algorithm are quite natural and straightforward [9] . With current technology, available ultrasonic images are often embedded with a considerable amount of speckle noise and signal dropout. The consequence is that it is difficult to find closed contours of endocardial and epicardial boundaries of the LV which are well delineated within an image sequence. "A priori" knowledge about the general shape of the LV has been successfully used in boundary detection algorithms. In our implementation, we combine high-level shape descriptors and primitive boundary features to reconstruct closed boundary estimates. Four steps are needed to carry out detection of endocardial and epicardial boundaries of the LV;
(1) Multiscale wavelet analysis for edge detection, In our method of boundary detection, we first use a DWT to find edge information for each ultrasound image through local maxima [lo]. The shape of the LV is then defined by a dynamically adjustable model [5, 61. Using shape modeling, we then carry out shape matched filtering to determine the center point of the LV and extract important boundary segments. The extracted boundary segments are then connected and smoothed to obtain an approximation of endocardial and epicardial boundaries of the LV.
Wavelet-Based E d g e Detection
Local maxima representations of a DWT [lo, 11, 121 are first applied for multiscale edge detection. An advantage provided by this wavelet-based edge detection method for echocardiograms is that the edge information at some middle level of frequency-space provides an accurate location of heart boundaries with less noise for more reliable feature extraction. Since we are interested in large structures, such as endocardial and epicardial boundaries, we discard the fine detail edges and focus only on edge maps within the middle levels of scale. The level of scale identified depends on selected basis wavelets adopted for a DWT and structure size relative to the support of each wavelet. For a basis wavelet, edge maps a t level 3 provided more coherent structural information on our test echocardiographic images. However, for another basis, edges at level 4 demonstrated a better compromise. A small threshold 4.0 was applied to discard any edge points induced by speckle or background noise.
. Matched F i l t e r i n g for Feature E x t r a c t i o n As part of the operations within this step, a pair of circular arc templates were generated and shape-matched filtering was performed to estimate the center point of the LV using the edge map obtained from Step 1. This was accomplished by first using an average-sized circular arc template to find the posterior epicardial boundary segments and determine the potential center point of the lower half of the LV. Next, an upper circular arc template with the same size as the lower circular arc template was generated and used to find the anterior epicardial boundary segments and to determine the potential center point of the upper half of the LV. The second matched filtering was carried out near the lower potential center point since the posterior epicardial border is one of the most reliable features found on 2-D short-axis echocardiograms [S, 61. The estimated center point of the LV was identified as the center point of the line segment linking the two potential center points.
After estimating the center point and rough locations of anterior and posterior epicardial borders, we then estimated wall thickness and constructed two concentric elliptic-shaped band masks for extracting both endocardial and epicardial boundary segments. This was accomplished via a simple masking operation. The band width of each mask specified how much deformation of myocardium wall was allowed during feature extraction. Postprocessing after masking allowed us to remove extracted noise edge points which may include weak boundary segments. Thus, length thresholding was applied on all extracted segments. The removal of weak boundary segments generally did not affect boundary reconstruction as long as enough boundary segments remained.
B o u n d a r y Contour Reconstruction
Next, boundary segments obtained from the previous steps were connected to reconstruct closed boundary contours. First, a preprocessing procedure was performed t o connect broken boundary segments belonging to large boundary segments via an 8-neighbor connection and excessive points attached to a boundary segment were removed. An attached point was an edge point whose removal would not break the boundary segment to which it was attached.
During boundary contour reconstruction, we avoided mislinking two neighbor boundary segments by examining their relative locations, orientations, and distances. To avoid linking an endocardial boundary segment to an epicardial boundary segment, endocardial border segments were labeled distinctly from epicardial border segments during feature extraction in the previous step. We used a circular arc relative to the center point of the LV instead of a straight line to interpolate between the corresponding end points of each two-neighbor boundary segment. If the link procedure successfully connected all boundary segments, we obtained closed endocardial and epicardial boundary contours. If it failed to connect boundary segments because of their positions relative to each other or insufficient boundary segments, then only partial boundary points were realized. If a wrong connection (along the expected boundary contour) occurred, error between the detected boundary and the expected boundary was large, and we observed that the detected contour was distorted slightly relative to the predicted boundary contour.
S m o o t h i n g of a Closed Contour W i t h o u t S h r i n k a g e
For a better approximation of the endocardial and epicardial boundaries of the LV, we needed to smooth the reconstructed boundary contours. Two local smoothing filters were investigated. One was a window spatial-averaging smoothness filter [15] and the other was a non-shrinking local reproducible smoothness filter [14] . The first carried out traditional spatial averaging with distinct window sizes, and was satisfactory for subtle smoothing. However, when more smoothing was required, it shrunk the contour slightly. The second method applied was local reproducible smoothing without shrinkage [14] . Both smoothing algorithms were implemented for comparative purposes.
The non-shrinking local smoothness filter was selected for smoothing the endocardial and epicardial boundaries of the LV. As pointed out by Oliensis [14] , this local smoothness filter has several advantages over other methods such as Gaussian filtering: (1) It is local, (2) It introduces no shrinkage of curves, (3) The filter can be easily implemented and smoothness of contours can be controlled by a single parameter. This local smoothness filter is essentially behaved as a non-linear low-pass filter.
E X P E R I M E N T A L R E S U L T S
The test images used in this study included several sequences of 2-D short-axis echocardiographic images of the LV.l Each image was originally in polar format with a matrix size of 128x512 and 256 gray levels. These images were first converted to Cartesian coordinates and a size of 256x256 was cropped containing the entire LV for boundary detection.
shows sample results from the four major steps of our algorithm for endocardial and epicardial boundary detection of the LV in a 2-D short-axis echocardiogram.
The original frame of the LV is given in Figure 1 (a) which is near end diastole. Edge maps detected using a DWT at spatial-frequency level 3 are shown in Figure l(b) . The result of feature extraction for determining the center point of the LV as well as extracting boundary segments with noisy edge points removed is presented in Figure 1 Figure 2 . Distinct smoothing effects can be achieved by simply adjusting the smoothness factor. Another sample result of boundary detection on a frame from a different sequence of echocardiograms at end diastole (ED) is shown in Figure 3 . Figure  4 provides the result image of the boundary detection for a frame at end systole (ES) from the same sequence as 
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have described a new algorithm for border identification of the LV in 2-D short-axis echocardiographic images. Four major steps were used to accomplish bound- The detected center point and boundaries ary detection in a simple and straightforward manner. Multiscale wavelet-based edge detection was employed t b locate sharp variation points at the local maxima of a DWT which included myocardial boundary points. Matched filtering and masking operations were then used for feature detection and extraction, including the center point of the LV and candidates of myocardial boundaries. Reconstruction provided closed piece-wise smoothed contours of endocardial and epicardial boundaries of the LV. Smoothing without shrinkage of closed contours provided a better approximation of expected endocardial and epicardial boundaries. Experimental results showed that the detected center point of the LV and two myocardial boundary contours were close to human expect at ion.
Similar to previously proposed methods [a, 5, 61 , this algorithm not only estimates the center point of the LV, but also determines both endocardial and epicardial boundaries. Preliminary results suggest that this algorithm can provide reliable measurements for quantification. However, further improvements are needed, such as to further reduce the interference of undesired edge segments and noise. Additional optimization of this algorithm and measuring boundary detection performance on more complex and poorer quality images will be the focus of future research. The current algorithm may fail to produce closed myocardial boundary contours if few boundary segments are extracted. During boundary contour reconstruction, combining extracted boundary segments with estimated boundary segments based on shape modeling may help to overcome this problem.
